
by Liam Frost, writing for Decrypt

The size of Bitcoin’s whole network—which full nodes need to synchronize—

has reached a new milestone.
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In an article posted to its own China Finance magazine, the Chinese Central

Bank said that the US dollar dominates global commerce and the USA exerts

great influence over the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

Telecommunication (SWIFT).

CHINA SETS OUT WORLD DOMINATION PLAN
FOR ITS DIGITAL CURRENCY

by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

The government of Venezuela said that it has legalized bitcoin (BTC) and

altcoin mining – but added that miners will have to obtain licenses and agree

to be supervised by regulators.

BITCOIN MINING LEGALIZED IN VENEZUELA,
MINERS MUST JOIN ‘NATIONAL POOL’

by Jordan Lyanchev,
writing for Crypto Potato

A recent study compiled

by a cryptocurrency

insurance company

revealed that over 25% of

surveyed institutional

investors, who collectively

manage nearly $80 billion

of assets, are planning to

increase their digital asset

holdings.

SURVEY: 26% OF
INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS SET
TO INCREASE
CRYPTO
PURCHASES

by Simon Sharwood, writing for The Register
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Gold is being traded on a blockchain network in China in an effort to legitimize

the industry for domestic and overseas regulators – and a senior executive at

one of the country’s biggest banks said that commodities like gold could soon

be “digitized” and “circulated.”

A CHINESE GOLD REFINERY IS MAKING
‘BLOCKCHAIN GOLD BARS’ ON BSN
by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

by Kollen Post, writing for Cointelegraph

Per an interpretive letter from the U.S. Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency released on Monday, national banks will be free to hold reserve

currencies for stablecoins.

US REGULATOR AUTHORIZES FEDERAL BANKS
TO HOLD RESERVES FOR STABLECOINS

by Jake Simmons, writing for Crypto News Flash

Ripple’s Navin Gupta has officially confirmed that the Indian HDFC Bank has

joined RippleNet.HDFC Bank is the largest private sector lender in India and

the largest bank in India in terms of market capitalization.

RIPPLE CONFIRMS: INDIA’S LARGEST
BANK JOINS RIPPLENET

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

African crypto adoption has exploded in 2020, prompting fears of a heavy-

handed regulatory response

BOOMING AFRICAN CRYPTO ADOPTION
DRIVES CONCERNS OVER REGULATION

by Jeffrey Gogo, writing for
Bitcoin.com

Iran has granted bitcoin

miners exclusive access

to electricity generated

from three power plants

for their mining

activities, according to

state power utility

Thermal Power Plant

Holding Company

(TPPH).

IRAN GRANTS
MINERS ACCESS
TO ELECTRICITY
AT THREE
POWER PLANTS

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week, CoinDesk’s

Markets Daily discusses

Christie's plan to auction

Bitcoin-inspired artwork,

and associated Non-Fungible

Token among other issues.

Listen to the episode here.
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